
Ready to take your software product to the next level?
Contact us today to schedule a consultation and explore the possibilities with Azure OpenAI 
Integration Service for ISVs. 

EXAMPLE: 
A common scenario where our Azure OpenAI Integration Service excels is within customer service applications. If you 
want to suggest automated responses to customer service tickets, our tailored API enables you to request responses 
specifically for your customers. Simply make an API call, such as “Give me a response to this ticket from my customer,” 
and our service will handle the rest, delivering accurate and contextually appropriate responses. 

With our Azure OpenAI Integration Service for ISVs, you can enhance your software products with cutting-edge AI 
capabilities without worrying about the complexities. Join the ranks of successful ISVs who have already harnessed the 
power of Azure OpenAI in their offerings. 

Our Approach 1. DISCOVER AND EXPLORE
We begin by engaging in a collaborative workshop with your team 
to explore the potential of integrating Azure OpenAI capabilities 
into your product. We delve into your requirements, understanding 
the specific capabilities you wish to incorporate;

2. CUSTOMISED PRICING MODEL
Once we have a clear understanding of your goals, we develop 

a customised pricing model that outlines the estimated cost 
and timeline for implementing Azure OpenAI into your product. 

This pricing model ensures transparency and enables you to 
make informed decisions;

3. DEDICATED AZURE OPENAI INSTANCE ON AZURE 
Upon agreement, we set up a dedicated private and secure Azure 
OpenAI instance on Azure exclusively for your organisation. This 
instance is fully optimised to accommodate your requirements 
and can be further configured and populated with relevant data to 
ensure it aligns perfectly with your needs;

4. MANAGED API FOR SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
We provide a managed API that acts as a seamless bridge 

between your software product and Azure OpenAI capabilities. 
You can easily make API calls from your application whenever 

you need to leverage the services, eliminating the need to deal 
with the intricacies of the underlying Azure OpenAI technology.
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Azure OpenAI - ISVs
Unlock the full potential of your software products by 
incorporating powerful Azure OpenAI capabilities. TEKenable 
discovers the opportunities for AI and understand the increasing
demand for integrating Azure OpenAI technologies into Independent 
Software Vendor (ISV) products. That’s why we offer our comprehensive 
Azure OpenAI Integration Service tailored specifically for ISVs. 


